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MISSION  
STATEMENT
To supply site specific underground infrastructure 
systems to store and move water, stormwater 
and wastewater. Our product ends up being 
a significant asset for councils to monitor and 
provide services to people for the next 100 years.

Our quality and certification of standards will be 
led by our people, systems and management 
through accountability, personal ownership and 
continuous improvement initiatives.

Roger Cornwell  
Business Unit Manager
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This quality document covers what to expect in all stages of dealing with Hynds PKS staff and product.

 The main aspects that will be covered are:

•	 Product and Advantages

•	 Static Load Questionnaire

•	 Product Standards

•	 Design Packages

•	 Manufacturing Process and Quality Management System

•	 Delivery, Handling and Storage

How the Hynds PKS product is designed, manufactured and how business is carried out should be outlined 
clearly in this quality document, which will provide different options of service throughout and a referenced 
schedule in all contractual obligations. 

Introduction

This quality document outlines what Hynds PKS’ commitment is to you – our customer when 
selling and distributing its unique HDPE pipe and structures to projects around New Zealand and 
the Pacific. Hynds PKS aim to provide a service, as well as a reliable product.
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Pipe System Product Range
Spiral pipe technology has been manufactured and used successfully throughout Europe since the 1960’s.

Hynds PKS are the sole manufacturer and supplier of PE100 spiral wound pipe, in New Zealand for drainage, 
stormwater and wastewater applications ranging from 300mm (ID) to 2500mm (ID), with possible machine 
capability to 4200mm (ID). 

Hynds PKS supplies pipe systems for drainage, stormwater and wastewater applications so this encompasses:

•	 Pipes

•	 Manholes

•	 Wet wells

•	 Tanks for retention and attenuation

•	 Reducers

•	 Bends

•	 T and Y junction

The ease of constructability allows for structures of a complex nature to be fabricated in the factory and delivered 
to site for installation therefore reducing construction time onsite.

Product Advantages
Hynds PKS product has many advantages that make it the product of choice.

The main advantages are:

The manufacturing process enables us to produce the length of pipe you need in up to 6m standard lengths. As 
there is no minimum run length if all that is required is 1m then that is what is manufactured. Should 96.7m of pipe 
between manholes be required then this is what is manufactured and delivered. No waste. 

Products and Advantages

•	 Design life of 100 years on PE100 material

•	 Efficient hydraulic performance due to low surface 
friction 

•	 High abrasion resistance

•	 Reduced installation costs due to its light weight  
and long lengths

•	 Inert to many chemicals including Hydrogen sulphide 
(HS2) attack 

•	 Constructability to achieve required structures such 
as manholes and fittings
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Product Advantages Cont.
Wall profile determinations are based on the Static Load Questionnaire ensuring that you are getting the product 
that you need for the project in accordance with the requirements of AS/NZS2566:1 and the German DVWK ATV 
127E Standard which the AS/NZ Standard is referenced from. Installation is carried out to AS/NZS 2566:2 for 
Flexible pipes which all contractors are well versed in. 

Jointing Methods
Jointing methods offered are designed to suit the individual project requirements. 

These can include the following:

•	 Mechanical Jointing:

	° Rubber Ring Joint (Double or Single depending on 
security required)

	° Flange Jointing 

•	 Welded Jointing:

	° Integrated Socket / Spigot Electrofusion Welded 

	° Extrusion Welded 

	° Butt Fusion

In all cases, leak testing of individual joints can be carried out to ensure security of supply.  
This negates the requirement of testing between manholes.

Products and Advantages
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There are critical sections on the Static Load Questionnaire that often get over looked, this section aims to 
make the Static Load Questionnaire clearer.

Soil Conditions
The soil conditions are based on the European standard for grading soil groups, from G1 being the most favorable 
down to G4. The table below helps Identify the meaning for each category:

Soil Groups
Granular Soils Cohesive Soils

G1 G2 G3 G4

Graded crushed rock, river 
and beach gravel, morainic 
gravel.

Valley sand, drift and basin 
sand, dune sand, beach sand, 
morainic sand.

Weathered gravel slope 
debris, clayey gravel, liquid 
sandy loams, sand loess, 
alluvial clay

Loess, loams, alluvial marl 
and clay

These soil groups are used in conjunction with either, a grade of density/compaction rate (%) or E-Modulus (N/
mm2), and this allows a pipe profile to be selected as determined by the quality of the soil.

Critical Parameters
There are several other parameters that are critical to selecting the adequate pipe profile for the conditions.  
These are:

•	 Trench Width at pipe crown

	° This can be specified if it is a requirement for 
the job, otherwise Hynds PKS will determine the 
trench width in relation to the pipe OD to AS/
NZS 2566.2: 2002 – Buried Flexible Pipelines 
(Installation).

•	 Groundwater Level

	° The ground water level is specified from the 
bottom of the trench. It is a critical aspect 
because the design process allows for the water 
to be at that level 100% of the time, meaning the 
forces on the pipe are always present.

•	 Pipe Bedding Support Angle

	° The pipe bedding support angle is determined by 
how far up the pipe the bedding material comes 

before compaction starts. If it comes all the way 
to 180° or halfway up the pipe it allows the pipe 
the best possible conditions and will lower the 
pipe strength required for the job, in turn lowering 
cost.

•	 Cover Height and Loadings

	° It is important to define cover heights in terms of 
when loading will be on the pipe. For example, 
the design cover height may be 4000mm with 
HN-HO-72 loading, but the pipe strength may 
be dictated by the construction loading of a 
fully loaded 41T Moxi truck at 1000mm of cover. 
However, at a certain point, dependant on 
compaction and soil density, cover dictates the 
pipe strength and loading is null and void.

Static Load Questionnaire

The Hynds PKS Static Load Questionnaire (Appendix) is the tool used to select the pipe strength/
profile that suits the specific settings outlined. 
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Design Compliance
When a customer fills out the Hynds PKS Static Load Questionnaire for either pipe or manholes, it is important 
that the right information is gathered to provide a solution in Hynds PKS product. There are different checks that 
need to be made for pipes as opposed to manholes.

Pipe Checks
To provide an adequate product Hynds PKS need to ensure the correct pipe profile is determined to suit the 
onsite conditions. In order to achieve this, Hynds PKS require that the Static Load Questionnaire is completed and 
returned to us to the best of the interested party’s ability. This information is then correctly entered into a computer 
programme (Easypipe98) and calculations according to the German ATV DVWK 127E Standard are performed. It is 
important that the appropriate checks/changes are implemented at this stage to ensure the calculation is done to 
meet the appropriate AS/NZS Standards. The changes are:

•	 Check the short-term deformation is less than 5%

•	 Check the long-term deformation is less than 7.5%

•	 Implement a buckling factor of safety of no less than 2.50

•	 Enter the correct trench width at the pipe crown to meet  
AS/NZS2566.2 Installation

Ring Stiffness Testing Compliance
Hynds PKS ensure that before manufacturing any pipe ring stiffness testing 
has been performed for the specific profile and pipe diameter ordered. 

All previous tests are valid for up to 5 years. Ring Stiffness Tests are performed 
in accordance with ISO 9969: 2016 – Thermoplastics – Determination of Ring 
Stiffness. 

The ring stiffness testing is carried out inhouse with a SAI Global certified 
hydraulic testing rig and test certificates can be supplied to all customers upon 
request (Appendix B).

The main areas covered in this section are:

•	 Design Compliance

•	 Pipe Checks

•	 Manhole Checks

•	 Resin Compliance

•	 Ring Stiffness Testing Compliance

•	 Manufacturing and Quality Management

Product Design and Standards

This section will outline the required standards for the Hynds PKS product to meet and how Hynds 
PKS product demonstrates compliance. 
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Resin Compliance
As a requirement of AS/NZS 5065:2005 – Polyethylene and 
polypropylene pipes and fittings for drainage and sewerage 
applications, PE 100 resin must meet the requirements of AS/NZS 
4131:2010 – Polyethylene (PE) compounds for pressure pipes and 
fittings, which discusses the chemical make-up of polyethylene.

The PE 100 raw material used for our products contains the correct 
percentages and quantities of additives required for it to satisfy 
the requirements of AS/NZS 5065:2005. A Certificate of Analysis 
(COA) from the raw material supplier, which contains the PE 100 
raw material make-up, can be supplied to the customer upon the 
delivery of all the product.

Hynds PKS ensure that inhouse testing on the resin is done to check the COA lines up accurately with the results 
gained by testing. The main test is the Melt Mass-Flow Rate (MFR), tested in accordance with ISO 1133-1:2011 
Plastics - Determination of the melt mass-flow rate (MFR) and melt volume-flow rate (MVR) of thermoplastics - 
Part 1: Standard method. Moisture content testing is carried out on every batch of raw material to ensure that it 
meets specified requirements.

Manhole Checks
For manholes Hynds PKS use a programme called Easyschaft98, is also designed by Ing software for the German 
ATV standard. The German ATV DVWK 127E Standard is a reference document for AS/NZS 2566:1 Supplement 1. 
Checks are made to ensure that flotation resistance is higher than that specified by the customer.

It is also important to ensure that bottom reinforcement reaches its desired factor of safety of 2.5, as this allows 
for thrust reinforcement and flotation resistance. When calculating manholes, it is important to ensure that all inlets 
and outlets are accounted for as this is factored into the structural equation.
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The product is manufactured in accordance with a Quality Management System (QMS) certified by SAI Global to 
comply with the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management Systems – Requirements. The QMS was 
last audited by SAI Global in May 2018 (Certificate No: QMS42476).

A Quality Control (QC) team adheres to strict tolerances of pipe dimensions, and constantly monitors for defects. 
The QC team ensures every pipe released meets the specific requirements of AS/NZS 5065: 2005 – Polyethylene 
and polypropylene pipes and fittings for drainage and sewerage applications.

On request, Hynds PKS also supplies pipe stamped and licensed as WaterMark and/or StandardsMark for 
diameter ranging from 300-1200mm ID (DN300-DN1200).  

The QMS covering the manufacturing of all Hynds PKS product includes: 

•	 Documenting relevant production information, such as date produced, batch of PE100 resin used, operators  
& QC’s details, temperatures and measurements recorded

•	 Assurance that documentation will be retained for 100 years 

•	 Maintaining calibration records and requirements for all measuring devices involved in the production and  
QC process

•	 Requirements and processes around resin testing, operational planning and control, product testing, labelling, 
internal audits, and handling/investigating non-conformances  

•	 Reference to the various Standard Operating Procedures detailing requirements for resin testing, PE pipe 
manufacturing, making PP coretube, quality testing, etc

Manufacturing Process and Quality 
Management System

Hynds PKS’ product is manufactured in Christchurch, New Zealand by skilled machine operators 
and fabricators. 
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A Quality Control 
(QC) team adheres to  

strict tolerances of 
pipe dimensions, 

and constantly 
monitors for defects.
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The packages, which are based around design parameters selected by the customer, can include detailed 
construction drawings, static calculation sheets and even Finite Elemental Modelling (FEM) analysis.

Basic Package
As a basic package for any job will start with the customer filling out a Static Load Questionnaire (Appendix) to 
provide Hynds PKS with the appropriate parameters to perform a static calculation, which will determine which 
profile is adequate for the job. The basic design package includes:

•	 Static calculation 

•	 Standardised drawing 

•	 Pipe trench cross sections in accordance with AS/NZS 2566.2:2002.

Advanced Package
The advanced package continues on from the basic package and is on charged following confirmation of the 
order in writing.  The advanced packages can contain several different options, such as:

•	 Designed to NZTA Bridge Manual

•	 FEM Analysis carried out for seismic loading and interaction

The package will always contain:

•	 Construction drawings

•	 Estimated delivery schedules and manufacturing timeframes to fit project schedule

•	 Static calculation sheets from FEM’s

•	 A customer signed and completed static load questionnaire

These packages have been supplied by Hynds PKS for several major projects around New Zealand, including six 
that have been approved by NZTA, for the Transmission Gully Project.

Design Packages

Due to the problem-solving nature of Hynds PKS’ product, there have been requests for various 
design requirements and packages. 
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Hynds PKS work with customers to ensure the pipe is delivered, handled and stored correctly. 

Delivery Options
Hynds PKS offers delivery options that should be considered for all projects.  
The most common freighting options are:

•	 Road Freight

	° For most jobs this is the preferred method, which consists of the Hynds PKS 
product arriving by truck to site with adequate dunnage. The unloading of the 
product is handled by the contractor and/or customer.

•	 Truck with Hi-AB to Site

	° This is a common option on large scale roading projects with multiple laydowns 
and haul roads that can’t always be navigated by large trucks. The Hynds PKS 
product will arrive at the Hi-Ab depot where it will be unloaded onto Hi-Abs. 
From here the Hi-Ab company will contact site to ensure conditions are suitable 
for delivery and they will handle all unloading onsite. The Hi-Ab can be arranged 
to meet the truck at site for unload and delivery.

•	 Domestic/International Shipping

	° This is a good option for domestic projects when it is cheaper than road freight. 
The Hynds PKS product is loaded into containers and taken to Lyttelton Port 
where it will be shipped to its port of destination, where the contractor/customer 
can take care of container devanning if they choose. Alternatively, Hynds PKS 
are more than happy to organise container devanning and delivery to site to limit 
hassle and contact for the contractor/customer.

Product Handling
Hynds PKS product is very lightweight and can be handled by a majority of excavators and a dogman to guide the 
product safely. However, when lifting long lengths of welded product or fabricated technical structures Hynds PKS 
can fit with lifting lugs (for shackle attaching) and supply lifting diagram to ensure the product is handled correctly 
and safely.

Product Storage
Every load of Hynds PKS product that arrives on site, including all delivery options, will come with the appropriate 
dunnage to store the pipe correctly. When stored incorrectly it can result in flat spots, bent pipes and other 
defects. A Hynds PKS handling and storage document will be supplied and should be followed. 

Delivery, Handling and Storage

Hynds PKS product is cost effective for freighting by truck and domestic/international shipping 
due to the pipes lightweight nature and its ability to be stacked inside of each other. 
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Appendices: 

APPENDIX A

Static Loading 
Questionnaire for buried HDPE pipes
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Appendices: 

APPENDIX A

Static Loading 
Questionnaire for buried HDPE pipes

E3

E1
E2E2E3

E4

180˚

 Group:

G4 - clay, loam 
*Note: In zone E2 preferably use material (G1)
Density gB g/cm3

Grade of density (85% - 100%), 

preferably > 95% %Dpr

E-Modulus EB N/mm2

soil zones soil type 

Installation

 

Bedding Support

Soil Conditions

Shield protectionSheet piled

For additional information consult our web page or contact us on +64 3 384 6294

Trench width at crown level (b): mm

Slope angle (ß): °

Covering height 
above crown level (h):

mm

Trench (open cut)

Bank covering height (h): mm
Bank

180° 

E3

E1
E2E2

E3

E4

180˚

Support angle 120°

E1
E2E2

E3 E3

E4

120˚

E3

E1
E2E2E3

E4

180˚

 Group:

G4 - clay, loam 
*Note: In zone E2 preferably use material (G1)
Density gB g/cm3

Grade of density (85% - 100%), 

preferably > 95% %Dpr

E-Modulus EB N/mm2

soil zones soil type 

Installation

 

Bedding Support

Soil Conditions

Shield protectionSheet piled

For additional information consult our web page or contact us on +64 3 384 6294

Trench width at crown level (b): mm

Slope angle (ß): °

Covering height 
above crown level (h):

mm

Trench (open cut)

Bank covering height (h): mm
Bank

180° 

E3

E1
E2E2

E3

E4

180˚

Support angle 120°

E1
E2E2

E3 E3

E4

120˚
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STATIC LOADING
Questionnaire for buried HDPE pipes

Soil Types

G1 20 35  2.0 6 9 16 23 40

G2 20 30  1.2 3 4 8 11 20

G3 20 25  0.8 2 3 5 8 13

G4 20 20  0.6 1.5 2 4 6 10

group specific internal modulus of elasticity 
weight b friction 2EB in N/mm  at various compactions Dpr %

kN/m3  angle Dpr -  85 90 92 95 97 100

Security Class 
Security class A Security class B
Definition: Definition:
Danger to ground water No danger to ground water
Impairment of serviceability Little impairment of serviceablility
Breakdown has considerable economic consequence Breakdown has little economic consequence

Soil Zones

E1  Covering above pipe crown 

E2   Line zone on the side of the pipe 
E3   Soil in-situ next to trench respectively

embedded in the soil next to line zone 
E4   Soil under pipe 

Appendices: 

APPENDIX A

Static Loading 
Questionnaire for buried HDPE pipes
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 Spiral Pipe Technology 

PPS-Frank (N.Z.) Ltd., 80 Francella Street, Bromley, Christchurch 8062, New Zealand 
Ph: +64 3 384 4449 

 

  
RRiinngg  SSttiiffffnneessss  ((SSNN))  TTeesstt  CCeerrttiiffiiccaattee  

 
PPS-Frank (N.Z.) Ltd. carry out ring stiffness testing on pipes manufactured in their SAI Global 
approved hydraulic testing rig onsite in Christchurch, New Zealand. The ring stiffness testing is 
carried out in accordance with ISO9969: 2016 Thermoplastics pipes – Determination of ring stiffness. 
Manufacturer: PPS-Frank N.Z. Ltd. 

Test Piece: 3 

DN: 1400 

Profile: PKS Plus 75-38.9 

Material Batch: 1317345 

Material Type: HE3490LS 

Dimensions (mm): 

• Wall Thickness/Profile Height = 99.8 
• Top Layer = 11 
• Core Tube Wrap Thickness = 5 
• Ground Layer Thickness = 11.4 
• Internal Diameter = 1394.75 
• Length = 1019.00 

Production Date: 25.05.2018 

Test Temperature (°C ): 23°C 

Design SN: 13 

Calculated SN: 13.15 KN/m² 

 

Comments/Factors that may have affected the test results: When tested in accordance with 
ISO 9969:2016 the sample submitted for testing showed no apparent cracking, wall 
delamination, rupture or permanent buckling in any part of the structure of the pipe wall. 

 

Technician:  

Date of Test:  

  

EXAMPLE CERTIFICATE

Appendices: 

APPENDIX B
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EXAMPLE CERTIFICATE

Appendices: 

APPENDIX C
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Hynds PKS
Division of Hynds Pipe Systems Ltd 
80 Francella Street, Bromley,  
Christchurch 8062, New Zealand

T  +64 3 384 6294  
F  +64 3 384 6471 
E  enquiries@hyndspks.co.nz 
W  www.hyndspks.co.nz

DESIGNING AND DELIVERING 
TRUSTED PIPE SOLUTIONS


